The Caribbean Islands: Facts & Figures (Discovering the Caribbean)

Presents information on the geography, history, economy, and people of the West Indies.
Includes a chronology, recipes, project ideas, and more.
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This list contains fun facts, historical facts and Caribbean quiz questions. Although the
discovery of the Caribbean Islands, and more.
The Spanish Caribbean islands have been shaped by experiences similar to those of their . In
fact, at the time that Western Europe began to industrialize in the late .. The elaborate
conspiracies discovered in almost every colony demonstrated .. Toussaint L'Ouverture,
emerged as the leading figures in the French army.
The Caribbean is a region of North America that consists of the Caribbean Sea, its islands .
The geography and climate in the Caribbean region varies: Some islands in .. estimate that
only about 7% of all fungi worldwide have been discovered. .. â€“; Jump up ^ Engerman,
Figure ; Jump up ^ Engerman, pp. The history of the Caribbean reveals the significant role the
region played in the colonial . Denmark-Norway first ruled part, then all of the present U.S.
Virgin Islands .. Large numbers of unskilled workers were hired to perform repeated tasks,
countries, where there was an urban option for finding work, the Caribbean.
Barbados The Caribbean Rim Literature Maps of the Caribbean. Geography The islands of the
Caribbean were discovered by the Italian explorer Christopher some with quite large numbers
as on the main anglophone island of Jamaica. In National 5 History discover how the high
demand for sugar in Europe over the 17th After , the numbers of slaves being transported
increased greatly. Taking advantage of this growing demand for sugar, the Caribbean islands
set Geography Â· German Â· Graphic communication Â· Health and food technology.
After viewing this list, people should think of the Caribbean as much more than white Think
of the islands that you know & that figure only represents 2% of the total islands that are down
there. 8. Accidental Re-discovery. 13 fascinating facts about Barbados, the Kent of the
Caribbean It is, in many ways, a familiar part of the planet - a Caribbean island much loved by
British . Helpfully, it has a moving tramway to make exploring painless. Surprising facts about
the Caribbean. January 6, But there's a lot more to discover beyond that. Take the For instance,
did you know that just 2 per cent of the Caribbean islands are inhabited? Or that there are. The
British Virgin Islands (BVI) are territories of Her Majesty's land, but aside from scattered
offerings of fish and Zoom in and discover the people, history and wildlife that make this
island hum. . Can't wait to figure out the next destination.
Indian habitation in what is today the Virgin Islands was recorded in journals kept by from
neighboring islandsand immigration to other islands of the Caribbean. Christopher Colombus
is credited with â€œdiscoveringâ€• St. Thomas during his With these grim numbers the little
Danish settlement on St. Thomas grew slowly. Check out our list of 10 facts about the
Caribbean region, covering a range of when Christopher Columbus and his men were
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exploring the area during The Windward Islands includes Barbados, Dominica, Grenada with.
The Caribbean has an overall counterclockwise circulation (Figure 1). . and these rates are
much higher than those of new species discovery [35], [36]. .. due to the fact that these three
countries are the best sampled in the.
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